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the symbolists; the free verse movement in Iraq and the work of some prominent
contemporary figrrres such as Adonis, the poets of the Slrfr group and Fadwà Tùqàn.
The fourth chapter, entitled "Tradizione e modemità" moves away from literary genres
to intellectual life, focussing on early 20th century debates in Eglpt and the Levant on
Islamic reform, anirudes to the lVest and to the Arabic and Islamic cultural heritage,
secularism, and women's emancipation, including the writings of the early feminists.
Chapter five rerurns to genres, tracing the emergence of the autobiography, the rise and
affirmation of the shon story, new trends in the novel and the development of modern
Arabic drama. It treats developments in both Egypt and the resr of the Arab world. The
final chapter examines socio-political themes in contemporary Arabic literature (chiefly
in prose), including the socialist realist trend of the 1950s, the experimentalist reactions
to it in the 60s and later, I-ebanese war literature, the Palestinian experience in exile,
in Israel and in the Occupied Territories, the effects of oil wealth in the Gulf stares, rhe
problem of the choice of language for North African writers, and the threat posed by
modem life to the desert and Bedouin culture. It also touches on the emergence of
children's literature. The book ends with an extensive bibliography of srudies in Arabic
and European languages (Italian, French, English and Spanish) and of Italian transla-
tions of Arabic literary works.

As will be clear from the above summary, the author has included a grear deal of
information in a short space (280 pages of text).And she has avoided the trap of simply
listing names and titles. She has succeeded not only in racing the main lines of the
development of modern Arabic literature, but also in giving a sense of the regional
variations in it. In particular she has moved away from the excessive concentration on
Egypt found in earlier surveys of modem Arabic literature in rVestern European
languages. Examples of her more wide-ranging approach are the secrion on the nahQa
i* North Africa, the discussion of the role of the Syrian Khalil Mardam Bek and the
Palestinian Khalîl Baydas in cultural life and of the relations between intellectual and
literary developments in Syria, Egypt and the mahjar in the early pan of rhe century,
and the concluding panorama of socio-political issues in contemporary writing, which
draws on Arabic writing from the Gulf to the Atlantic.

A second notewonhy feature is Professor Camera d'Affiitto's extensive use of
statements about modem Arabic literature from the Arab world. This has two aspects.
First, as far as secondary sources (especially important in a subject as vast as this one)
are concerned, she explains in the Introduction that she has made a point of drawing
on recent studies by Arab scholars, out of a conviction that an exclusively Eurocentric
approach must be abandoned if Arabic literary history is to be wrirten properly. Some
of the more unusual sections draw heavily on these studies. And second, she quotes
from historical documents and, for the later period, interyiews with prominent writers,
to illustrate and expand on points she has made and to convey the writers' personal
experience.

Although the book is intended for students and the general public, specialists too can
sometimes find here information which is otherwise hard to come by. The section on
children's literature is a case in point, as are the occasional references to the literary
scene in Mauritania and the all-too-brief discussions of the recent work of writers such
as Hudà Barakàt and Ahmad Ibràhîm al-Faqih. There are thought-provoking passing
remarks, for instance the suggestion that the use of chance, sudJa, to help the action
along in educational and historical novels, and the prevalence of clearly drawn
"goodies" and "baddies" in them, could betray the influence of popular literature (p.
85). Elsewhere the author touches on the links between literarure and music. and the
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role of singers such as umm Kulthùm in making the work of famous poets known
throughout the Arab world (p. ll5). She warns against the Eurocentrism of pairing
Arab writers with famous European ones who share some of the same characteristics,
reiecdng the labelling of Abú l-Qàsim al-Shàbbî as "rhe Arab Rimbaud" or ..rhe Arab
I-eopardi"; she does, however, admit that tlere are similarities between him and the
lesser-known Sergio Comzzini (p. ru\. For the non-Italian Arabist the book offers an
added advantage; the extensive use of Itatian sources provides insight into the work
done on Arabic literature sourh of rhe Alps.

Finally, the author conveys to the reader her own enthusiasm for many of the books
she is discussing. Anyone who does not know all the works she mentions is likely to
stan making a list of the ones whose description appeals to him or her for future
perusal. The encouragement to her audience to go on and discover the writers she has
introduced them to is one of the maior achievements of this history of modern Arabic
literature; like all good criticism, it stimulates a desire to turn to rhe texts.

In a book of rhis lengh inevitably there are omissions. Perhaps the most serious is
that contemporary developments in poetry get shon shrift. Listing the names of some
poets such as Muhammad Bannis, Mahmúd Darwîsh and Sa'dî yúsuf, ,,stars in a vast
constellation", as she puts it (p. I 5 I ), the author observes that it would need a separate
study to treat Arabic poetry since the 50s adequately. But even if it is true that prose
has gained in importance over against poetry in the past decades, one cannot help
feeling that her own experience, which has been essenrially with fiction, has influenced
her decision to weight the book heavily in favour of prose (three chapters againsr one
on poetry). Probably, though, it is impossible for one scholar to cover conremporary
Arabic literature, prose and poetry, from Mauritania to Kuwait; in tbat case another
scholar could be invited to contribute a chapter on recent developments in poetry.

The arrangement of material is sometimes determined more by geographical than by
Iiterary historical considerations. The chapter on poetry, for insrance, treats all the
Egyptian schools up to the end of the 30s, includingthe Apolto groupr before discussing
the mahjar poets, who had made their mark before l92O and, who influenced members
of the Apollo group. The survey of the press in the lgth century starts with Egypt from
the mid-1870s on before moving to Beirut around 1860. One has the impression ttrat
although Professor camera d'Affiino seeks to break away from Egyptocenrrism, she has
not always taken this intention to its logical conclusion. Though her book is an
imponant step towards the writing of modem Arabic literary history on rhe basis of the
literary phenomena, it has not solved all the problems connected with abandoning the
traditional approach.

There are some minor errors which could be corrected in a second edition: yúsuf
al-shàrùnî (not al-Sharùni); sa'dî (not Sa'àdî) yùsuf; Muhammad al-Hamsharî and'Atika al-Khazrajî (rather than al-Hamashrî and al-Khazarjî). The press in Aleppo
was founded not by Maronites but by orthodox, with suppon from the ruler of
\ùfallachia (p.2D; Shiblî Shumayyil and Farab Antùn were not Maronites but
Greek catholic and Greek orthodox respecrively (p. 50); unlike the schools run by
Catholic Orders and Congregations, those founded by the Imperial Orthodox palestine
Society were staffed by lay people, nor monks and nuns (p. 76; cf. Nu.ayma's
recollecdons of his schooldays). Fadwà Tùqàn was allowed to artend school for a
shon time; as she recounts in her autobiography, it was when a boy from the
neighbourhood began to show inreresr in her that she was forbidden to go our (p. I 5 I ).tù(ualîd Ikhlàsî was born in Alexandrema, nor Aleppo (p.26g; the information is given
correctly in Narratoi arabi del noztecento). And the Arabs have not always translated
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V'estern rvorks (p. 288); the Arabs' interest in European l i terature goes back only to the

mid-l9th centur] ' .

All in all, horvever, lttteratura araba contenporanea represents a signal advance on

existing sun'ets of the subiect in 
'Western 

European languages and reflects an impress-

ire grasp of the material on its author's part. The ltalian interested public is extremely

f(rnunate to have this readable and scholarly introduction to turn to. And it deserves to

become rvell-known in other countries too.

Dr Hilary Kilpatrick, 155 Avenue de Cour, 1007 Lausanne, S'*'itzerland

Note

l. Isabella Camera d'Affiitto (a cura di), Nanaroi arabi del tnaEcetúo,2 vols, Milan, Tascabili
Bompiani 1994, ó62 pp.

Writing the Self: Autobiographical Writing in Modern Arabic Literature
ROBIN OSTLE, ED DE MOOR & STEFAN WILD (Eds)
London: Saqi Books, 1998
342 pp., index, hardback

This collection of articles is the product of a loint effort not only of the three editors,
each of whom contributed a piece to it, but also of an additional twenty two contribu-
tors. In this respect at least, it may be more accurate to describe it as an anthology than
a book on autobiography. The distinction is entertained here for its conceptual not
axiological import. In place of a generally unified outlook, a single over-arching thesis
sustained by an icientifiabie itiucture of argument, anci a distincrive styie, that one has
come to expect in a book written by a single author, this anthology presents a
symposium. Multiple, more or less discrete perspectives on the subfect of Arab
autobiography are juxtaposed in the space of the volume with little evident attempt at
essentializing, totalizing, or conformity.

A general division of the subject into three broad categories provides a basis for
grouping the disparate articles into îhree sections. The first, "Voyages of Self-
Definition," comprises the following five chapters: "Autobiography, Travelogue and
Identiry," by Richard van Leeuwen, "Fact and Fiction in al-Saq'ala al-Saq," by Paul
Starkey, "Two Egyptians at the \ù/orld Fxhibition in Paris," also by Richard van
I-eeuwen, "Autobiographical Features in the \7orks of Ya'qùb Sannù'," by Rosella
Dorigo Ceccato, and "The Promethean Quest in Louis 'Awad's Memoirs of an Overseas
Student," by Rasheed el-Enany. The second and by far the longest section
"Autobiography from Theory to Practice," comprises the following sixreen articles:
"Public Role and Private Self," by Susanne Enderwitz, "Searching for Beginnings in
Modern Arabic Autobiography," by Stefan rVild, "The Arabic Autobiography of
Childhood," by Tetz Rooke, "Jabrà Ibràhim Jabrà's Autobiography, al-Bi'r al-ula, and
his Concept of a Celebration of Life," by Angelika Neuwirth, "Autobiography, Theory,
and Practice: The Case oî al-Ayyam," by Ed de Moor, "Vhy Novels-Not Autobiogra-
phies?" by Stephan Guth, "Prison Narratives: Autobiography and Fiction," by Isabella
Camera d'Affiitto, "The Autobiographical Novel and the Dual Function," by Yumnà
al-'Id, "The Big House," by Hartmut Fàhndrich, "The Territory of Autobiography:
Mahmtld Darwrsh's Mentory .fo, Forgetfulness," by Yves Gonzales-Quiiano,
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